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51. INTRODCCTION 
THE RELATIONSHIP between smooth involutions on a smooth closed manifold M and the 
(mod 2) Euler characteristic x(M) of that manifold has been well understood for quite some 
time. There are in particular the following classical theorems: 
THEOREM 1.1. (Conner and Floyd) Let (T, M”) be an involution on a closed n-manifold. If 
x(M”) = 1 (mod 2), then dim F 2 n/2. [F = Fix( T, M”) denotes the fixed point set of T.] 
THEOREM 1.2. (P. A. Smith) Let (T, M”) be an involution on a closed n-manifold. Then 
~x(F”)=~(M”) (mod 2). (F” d enotes the m-dimensional component of F.) 
THEOREM 1.3. If a closed oriented manifold M possesses an orientation-reversing involu- 
tion, then x(M)=0 (mod 2). 
We consider here the fact that two out of three of these results [( 1.1) and (1.3)] pertain only 
to manifolds of even dimension. For (2n + 1)-manifolds the Euler characteristic is of course 
always zero. 
The purpose of this paper is to present, for orientable (2n + 1)-manifolds, results that are 
analogous to the Conner-Floyd theorem and (1.3) as well as a result that extends Smith’s 
theorem. The role of the Euler characteristic is played here by the so-called de Rham 
invariant for (4r + 1)-manifolds and an analogous (mod 2) number defined in dimensions of 
the form 4r + 3. We denote both numbers by d(M ‘“+ ‘) and distinguish them simply by the 
dimension of M. A detailed discussion of d(M2”+ ’ ) is given in $2. First, we state our results. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let (T, M 2n+1) be an involution on a closed oriented manifold (where we 
assume T is orientation-reversing if n is odd). If d(M2”+ ‘) = 1, then dim F 2 n. 
Remark 1.1. For any orientation-preserving (respectively, orientation-reversing) involu- 
tion on a closed oriented manifold, the co-dimension of each component of the fixed point set 
is even (respectively, odd). In Theorem 1.4 then, if n is odd or if n is even and Tis orientation- 
preserving, we actually get that dim F >n+ 1. 
Remark 1.2. The condition in Theorem 1.4 that T be orientation-reversing for n odd is 
necessary. Firstly, d(M4rC3 ) is actually not defined for all oriented (4r+ 3)-manifolds, 
although it is defined for those that possess an orientation-reversing involution. Secondly, 
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even when ,(%1”+3 ) IS defined there is the example of 1P(3) having a free orientation- 
preserving involution with @P(3))= 1. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let (T, Ml”+ l ) be an orientation-reversing involution on a closed oriented 
manifold. Then, 
m=;_,%(Fm)= c X(F”)=d(M’“+‘). 
m=4k 
Remark 1.3. If T is orientation-preserving then 
(See Remark 1.1.) (Note: the case of n even in Theorem 1.5 has been proven independently by 
V. R. Young.) 
THEOREM 1.6. If a closed oriented (2n + 1)-manifold M possesses an orientation-reversing 
involution with orientable fixed point set F (F may be empty), then d(M)=O. 
Remark 1.4. The Euler characteristic of any orientable (4k+ 2)-manifold is even. 
Theorem 1.6 then is actually a corollary of Theorem 1.4 and the requirement in Theorem 1.6 
that F be orientable can be replaced by the weaker condition that ,=z+, %(F”‘)-0 (mod 2). 
This condition however is necessary. As an example, while d(%P(3)) = 1, RP(3) does possess an 
orientation-reversing involution. The fixed point set is ?P(2) u point. 
The definition of d(M4’f3) gives d(RP(4r + 3)) = 1. This provides the following simple 
example of Theorems 1.4-1.6. 
COROLLARY 1.7. For any orientation-reversing involution on RP(4r+ 3), thefixed point set 
F must contain a non-orientable component and dim F 2 2r+2. In particular, any free 
involution on SP(4r + 3) must be orientation-preserving. 
[The last statement in Corollary 1.7 is valid for all WP(2n + 1). This can be seen by using 
classical methods such as the Lefschetz fixed point theorem.] 
The techniques used in this paper center around a relatively new tool in the study of group 
actions on manifolds; the Conner-Miller classes of a periodic map [6]. Theorems 1.4-1.6 are 
actually corollaries of a formula that relates what Conner and Miller called the Bredon 
classes of an involution (T, M) to d(M). (These Bredon classes were defined independently by 
A. Hattori in [7].) This formula, Theorem 4.2, is in fact the main result of this paper. We state 
it and prove it in $4. The necessary background information is given in $3. In $5 we prove 
Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 and present an application of Theorem 4.2 on the de Rham invariant of 
a fiber bundle. Finally, in 96 we note that there is an “unoriented” version of Theorem 1.4 and 
present a proof of it due to R. E. Stong. 
52. THE DE RHAM INVARIANT 
Given a closed orientable (4r + 1)-manifold M4’+l, the de Rham invariant of M (the name 
stems from de Rham’s study of this number in connection with the linking form on H?,(M; Z)) 
is simply the Stiefel-Whitney number w \t 2 v+_,(M). For the purposes of this paper we offer 
another definition. In [4], Browder showed that for any closed orientable (4r + 1)-manifold 
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M 4’* i, the torsion subgroup of the almost middle dimensional homology group of ,C!, 
H,,(M;Z), is always of the form ii @ rl or A @ A @ Z2. 
DEFINITION. 
Let d(M”‘+ ‘) = 
0 if Tor H,,(,M; Z) = A @ A 
1 if TorHz,(M;I)=A @ A @a,. 
Lusztig et al. [12] showed that d(M1”1)=~v2)~q,-1(M4’+1) and that in addition: 
(2.1) All of the following numbers taken (mod 2) are equal: 
(i) d(M) 
(ii) ~1,2(M;Zz2)-~1.z(M; Q), where ,Y~,~(!v~~“~ ‘;F)= i rank H’(M; F) denotes the semi- 
i=O 
characteristic of M over the field F. 
(iii) The number of 2,s in the primary decomposition of H,(M2”+‘;Z). 
(iv) b(M), where b(M2”+1 ) denotes the rank of Sq’:H”(M; Z2)+Hnc ‘(M;Z,). 
The situation for orientable (4r + 3)-manifolds is a bit different. For these manifolds, the 
Stiefel-Whitney number w2)v4,+ i(MSrf3) is always zero and in general Tor H,,+,(.LI;Z) 
takes on no particular form. There is no general de Rham invariant here. However, 
Kawauchi [9] has shown that if M4r+3 possesses an orientation-reversing involution, then in 
fact, just as in the 4r + 1 case, Tor HZ,& ,(M 4r+3; Z) indeed takes either the form A 8 ii or 
A @ A @ Z2. Accordingly, there is the following 
DEFINITION. Let _if”c3 be a closed orientable (4r+ 3)-manifold with an orientation- 
reversing involution. Let 
d(.Vl 4r+3)= 
I 
0 if TorH,,+,(M;Z)=A@ A 
1 if TorH,,+,(M;Z)=A@ A@Z.,. 
As in the 4r + 1 case, (2.1) holds. 
There is an important connection between the 4r + 1 and 4r + 3 cases. It is as follows. 
(2.2) Let (T, M2”- ’ ) be an orientation-reversing involution. Let (A, S’) be the antipodal 
involution and let (TX A, M x S’) be the diagonal involution. Then the quotient space 
M x S2 
TxA 
is an orientable manifold that possesses an orientation-reversing involution 
M x S’ 
where T is induced by T x identity. From now on we will denote ___ 
TxA by 
T,(M), the notation being motivated by the similarity of this construction to the 
r-construction of J. Alexander [l]. If F = Fix(T, M), then Fix(r, T,(M))= F x RP(2). 
The following result generalizes a Theorem of Kawauchi [9, Theorem V] on 3-manifolds. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (T, MznC ’ ) be an orientation-reversing involution on a closed 
oriented manifold. Then 
d(r,(M)) = d(M). 
Proof: There are two cases. 
Case 1. n is odd: in [Z], J. Alexander obtained a formula for the de Rham invariant of a 
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M x S’ 
bundle over a surface. Observing that ~ Tx A fibers over ?!p(Z) with fiber iM, we apply this 
formula to get d = b(M). x(>P(2)) = d(M). 
Case 2. n is even: the result here is actually a consequence of our main formula Theorem 4.2. 
Accordingly, the proof is postponed until 94. 
$3. THE CONNER-MILLER AND BREDON-HAT-TORI CLASSES 
We recommend [6,8,11] as general references for this section. 
Given a free involution (T, X) on a space X, let c(T, X) E H’(X/T; Z2) be the first Whitney 
class of the O-sphere bundle X+X/T and let Q: Hi(X;Z+H2’(X/~,Z,) denote the 
XXS” 
cohomology operation defined in [3,p. 4061 by G. Bredon. [The space ___ 
TxA 
can be 
identified with the space X/T. Since (T,X) is free, the fibration p: 
XXS” 
----X/T is a 
TxA 
homotopy equivalence.] 
In [6], P. E. Conner and E. Y. Miller made Q the subject of an extensive study and in the 
process defined two sets of (mod 2) cohomology classes associated to involutions on 
manifolds. They first considered free involutions and introduced the following 
DEFINITION. Let (T, Mm) be a fixed point free involution on a closed manifold. If k > m/2, 
then the Conner-Miller class pk E Hk(Mm; ZJ is the unique class for which 
(p$, [Mm])=(C2k-m Q(r), [Mm/T] > for all 51 E Hmmk(M; Z,). 
For arbitrary involutions, they proceeded as follows. 
DEFINITION. Let (T, V”) be an involution on a closed manifold. Let N > n. The Bredon class 
B, E Hk( V; Z,) is defined to be the unique class for which 
(B,z, [I’“]) = (c~~++“Q(~ @ I), g 
[ 1 ) 
forallrEH”-k(Vn;Z 2). [In essence, B, is given by B, 0 [SN] = P~+~(Tx A, V” x S.‘). We note 
that B, is independent of N > n.] 
The Bredon classes were shown by Conner and Miller [see (3.9) below] to be identical to 
the classes defined by Hattori in [7]. They have quite a number of very nice properties and 
for easy reference we list some of these properties from [6]. Properties (3.3H3.6) are also 
found in [7]. 
(3.3) If (T, M) is free, then B, = 0 ‘dk. 
(3.4) If (T, M) is the identity involution, then B, = vk V k, where vk denotes the kth Wu class 
of M. 
(3.5) If k > n/2, then B,(M”) = 0. 
(3.6) (Bj, [M2”]) = (vf, [M2”]) = x(M’“) (mod 2). 
(3.7) If k<codim F, then 8, =O. 
Given an involution (T, M”), let i”: F m+M” be the inclusion of the m-dimensional 
component of the fixed set F and let im: H*(Fm)-+H *+“-m(M”) be the Gysin (or Umkehr) 
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homomorphism. Let q,,,-+Fm denote the normal bundle of F” in M” and let r, ‘be the 
tangent bundle of the manifold X. Finally, for any vector bundle ri/ over a manifold X, 
let Wu($)=Sq-‘($$)) where I?($) denotes the dual Stiefel-Whitney class. [Note that 
v,(M”) = Wu,( - rw).] 
(3.8) &= c i”(WUm+k-n(qm-r&). 
(3.9) SqB, = i!(w(F)) where iv(F)= total Stiefel-Whitney class of F. 
Finally, there is the following important and very pretty result obtained by T. Y. Lin [l I]: 
(3.10) (i) Let (r, M’) be a free involution on an oriented manifold. If T is orientation- 
preserving (respectively, orientation-reversing), then pk = 0 Vk even (respectively, Vk 
odd). 
(ii) Let (T, M”) be any involution on an oriented manifold. If T is orientation- 
preserving (respectively, orientation-reversing), then B, = 0 V k odd (respectively, V k 
even). 
y. THE MAIN RESULT 
The Bredon-Hattori classes are actually generalizations of the Wu classes of a manifold. 
[See (3.4).] As such they often behave like Wu classes. Properties (3.5) and (3.6) are examples. 
It is this observation that leads to our main result. We recall (see [12]) that for any orientable 
(4r + 1)-manifold Mrf ‘, 
(4.1) d(iM4”1)=(u2,~Sq1u2,r[M”+1]). 
It is natural then to consider the number (B,;Sq’B,,, [M4’c1]). We obtain the following: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (T, &I’” + ‘) b e an involution on a closed oriented (2n + 1)-manifold. For n 
odd, assume T is orientation-reaersing. 
(i) If n is even, (n=2r), then 
(ii) If n is odd (n = 2r + l), then 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The proofs of parts(i) and (ii) are completely different. The proof of 
(ii) is based on (i). 
(i) We begin by observing that for the (4r + 1)-dimensional component F”’ ’ of the fixed 
set F, we have 
d(F S’-1)=~v2~4r_1(F4’+1) 
zz (U2,~Sq1U~r,[F4r+1]) 
= (Bzl.Sq’B,,, [F4’+ ‘1) by (3.4). 
Without loss of generality then, we need only consider involutions where dim F I 4r. 
The idea of the proof is simple. The work is a bit messy. We compute 
(B,,~~~‘B,,,C~4’+‘l) using (3.8) and compute d(M4’+ ‘)= wZw4?_ 1(M4’+1) using the well- 
known result of Conner and Floyd [j] that states that M is cobordant to the real projective 
bundle ?;P(q @ 19’) over F where 0’ denotes a trivial line bundle. We then just compare 
numbers. 
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We start with the fact [14] that for any orientable (4r+ 1)-manifold M4rC1 and any 
.Y E H”(.~f”+ r; Zz), (x . Sq’x, [M4’+ ‘1) = (Sq”Sq’x, [MJri ‘I). Then 
@2;Sq1&,, [Ml) = w”w~,~, CMl> 
= (Sq’Sq”-‘B,,, [M]) by the Adem relations 
= “2, (S&“(w”- #‘“)), L,W) by (3.9) 
= “$, <i”*(rQM)). w”-AF”), [f’“l) by 
definition of v2 and il. So, 
(4.3) (Bz; Sq’B,,, [M4’+ 1 I> = “to ((%(F”) + WW” + %(V”N. W” - z(F”)1 [F”l>. 
This is good enough. Now we compute d(M4’+‘) [i.e. w~w~~-~(M~‘+~)]. Invoking the 
Conner-Floyd theorem mentioned above, we have 
4r- 1 
[Iv] = [RP(q @ e’)] = c [RP(r]m @ P)] E !R4?+ 1’ 
m=O 
[Remember that we’re assuming dim F I 4r. In addition, PP(q,, @ 0’) is a circle bundle and 
so it is cobordant to zero.] So, 
4r- 1 
d(M 4r+ ‘) = c WZW4r_ 1 (RP(Yj” @ e’)). 
m=O 
Recall (see [5]) that H*@P(q” @ el);&) is a free H*(F”;Z,)-module on generators 
1, b, . . . , 64’f1-” with the relation 
4r+2-m 
(4.4) izo biW4r+2-“-i(v” 0 u=o. 
The total Stiefel-Whitney class of RP(q” @ e’) is given by 
(4.5) lv(~~(rl” 0 el)) 
=w(F”)~((1+b)4’+2-“+(1+b)4r+1-“wI(~”)+ . . +(1+b)w,,+,_“(~“)). 
Expanding (4.5) while noting that wr(F)= w,(q) since w,(M)=O, yields for m14r- 1 
W2(wyq” @ e’))= W2(F”)+ W,(F”)b+ Wf(F")+(4'+;-")b2 f W2(?“). 
And, 
~L’~,_l(~P(~“~e~))=(~~+f-“)w”(F”)b~’-1-”+(~~+~-“)w”_l(F”)b~’-” 
+(4?+: _“)W”_ ,(F”)b 4r-1-“w1(~“)+(4r+2-m)w”_2(F”)b~‘+’-” 
+(4r+ 1 -m)w”_2(F”)b4’-“wl(~“) 
+(4r-m)wm_2(F”)b4’-1-“~2(~“). 
The computation of w2w4,_ l(WP(qm @ e’)) is routine, keeping in mind (4.4) and the following 
consequences of the Wu formula and Adem relations: 
For m odd, w”(F”)=wl~“-1(F”)=~~~~“-2(F”)=0. 
For m=4k, w:w”_~(F”)=O. 





(4.6) d(M4r+ ‘)= c W2w”-2(F”)+WZt~“)W”-2(Fm)+ c W:W”_JF”). 
modd 54r-1 m even <I? 
Adding (4.3) and (4.6) gives 
(4.7) @,r.WB,,, [Ml) +4w= c W~W”_~(F”)+W~(~“)W”_~(F”). 
“eve” <4r 
The result follows from the following 
LEMMA 4.8. c W2W” - 2(F”) + W20?“)~” - 2(F”) = c wm(F”) 
m even 54r m=4k+2 
Proof of Lemma. Conner and Floyd [S] showed that [RI’(q)] =0 E !R4,. Consequently, 
(4.9) w,w,,_,(~P(~))=O and NJ:w,,_,(ZP(~))=O. 
At the same time, by performing the same kind of projective bundle calculations as before 
(noting that @P(q)] =” sz_2 [BP(q” @ e’)] + ~?IP(~,,)]),we see that 
w2w4r-2(Rp(~))= 1 W2W” - 2F”) + W2()?“) W” - 2(F”) 
m even <4r 
+ c W:Wm-2(~")+W2W4,-2(F4') 
m=4k+2 
w,w”-,(~“)+W2(~“)W”-2(~“)+ c +J,-Z(F”) 
m=4k+2 
since w;(q4J = 0. Also, 
WfW4,_2(WP(?f))= C W”(F”)+ WfW”_2(F”). 
m=4k+2 
Substituting back into (4.9) proves the lemma and in turn completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.2(i). 
Proof of Theorem 4.2(ii). We approach the formula in this case backwards. Given an 
orientation-reversing involution (T,M4’C3), we compute d(M4’+3) using the orientation- 
reversing involution (5, r2(M4’+3 )) described in (2.2). Recall that by Proposition 2.3, Case 1, 
d(M 4’+3)=d(T2(M)). By Theorem 4.2(i) and Remark 1.1 
d(T,(M 4’+3~~=~~2r+2~~41~2,+2~C~2(~~~l> 
where the Bredon-Hattori class B2r+2 can be taken with respect to any orientation- 
preserving involution on T,(M). We take the involution s(: T,(M)+T,(M) given by 
cr([m, (x, y, z)]) = [ qm), (x, y, -z)]. The result follows from the following 
LEMMA 4.10. (B2,+2~Sq1B2,+2,[T2(M4r+3)1)=(B2r+l~Sq1B2I+1,CMl>. 
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Proofof Lemn~ 4.10. Paralleling Conner and Floyd’s analysis of the r-construction in 
[S]. we see that the fixed point set of (2, r,(M)) is F x S1 u M with normal bundle 
where as before Q-+ F denotes the normal bundle over the fixed set of (T, M), i. denotes the 
canonical line bundle over S’ and 0 is a trivial bundle. 
Using (3.8) and noting that for a given mapJ N”-+M”, with XGH’(M;Z,), 
(J(~)~x,[M])=(~*f*(x), [N-j} EH”-‘(N;&), 
we get 
(~,,+,.~cll~~,+~,Cr~(i~)]> 
=J+3( ~U,-(2r+3)(Ym-7Fm-IxS~)‘Sq1i*(i!(~~m-(21+~)(Ym-T~m-~x~*))),[Fm-1 Xs’]> 
+ ( Wlr2,(8 - T.,~). Sq’i*(il( Wuzu,,(8-- TV))), [M]) 
=nr,~+3(~~~~-(2rij)(~,-~-7F~-~~~--1)~S~1(w~~+4-m(~m-l)~u) 
wu,_ ( (21+3) qm-1 --F-‘-l @ E.--t?‘)),[F”-’ x S’]) 
where CI denotes the generator of H’(S’;H,), 
= C ((WU,-(21+3)(~m-1-7Fm-l)+ WU,-(Z~+3)-l(~m-l-~Fm-~)‘a) 
m>2r+3 
. sqyw 4r+4-m(~m-l)’ WU,-(Zr+3) q,-l-7Fm-1 ( )). a, CF” 
=m,~+3(~~~,-~2,,3~(?m-1-~~m-~)‘Sq1(W~~+~-m(~m-i) 
-2 
. w”~-(*7+3j f7m- ieZFm-l ( )X Cf.“-I]>. 
1 x S’]) 
At this point, by simply changing the summation index (let n = m- 1) and applying our earlier 
steps in reverse, we complete the proof of Lemma 4.10. 
In turn, this completes the proof of Theorem 4.2(ii). H 
$3. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 4.2 
In this section we prove our results on odd-dimensional manifolds, Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. 
We also present an application of Theorem 4.2 that lies in a different direction. We describe 
the behavior of the invariant d(M) of a manifold M when M is the total space of a certain type 
of fiber bundle. Proposition 2.3 is a special case of the result obtained. 
We first prove Theorem 1.5. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. For n even, the result follows immediately from Theorem 4.2(i) 
and (3.10). If n is odd (n= 2r + I), we fall back on the “n even” case by passing to the 
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involution (r,12(M)) described in (2.2) and using Proposition 2.3 (Case 1). Specifically, 
d(M “-3)=d(r2(,Ci)) and 
W,(M “-3))= 1 x(F”-’ x ‘P(2)) (by the “n even” case) 
m=4k-2 
=,=; , XV-“) by (1.2). -_ 
The proof of Theorem 1.4 makes use of Proposition 2.3, so we first present our result on 
fiber bundles. That Proposition 2.3 is a consequence ofthis result is seen in the fact that r?(M) 
fibers over ?:P(Z). 




with structure group fz, where B is an even-dimensional non-orientable manifold, then 
d(E)=d(F).z(B). 
FxX 
Proof: Suppose E = - 
TX T’ 
where (T’, X) and (7’, F) are involutions with (T’, X) being free 
and X/T’= B. Since B is non-orientable, T’ is orientation-reversing and therefore, since E is 
orientable, T is also orientation-reversing. Then, as in (2.2), E possesses an orientation- 
reversing involution (T, E) induced by T’ x identity and Fix(r, E) = Fix(T, F) x B. By applying 
Theorem 1.5 twice we get 
4.4 = m =Li z x(Fix”(T, 0. ~(4 = W’)~ X(B). n 
Remark 5.2. Although a general formula for d(M) where M is fibered, does not yet exist 
(as far as we know), there are results available where the base manifold is S’ or a surface. (See 
[lo] and [2] respectively.) 
We now prove Theorem 1.4. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Case 1: suppose n=2r. If T is orientation-preserving, then the 
codimension of each component of F is even, so m =z + 2 %(F”) = 0. By Theorem 4.2(i), 
d(M) = (B,, . Sq’ Bzr, C&f]) and the result follows from (3.7). 
If T is orientation-reversing, then by Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 4.2(ii) 
d(M “+ ‘)=d(rAM))=(B,,+ 1 .G1B2,+ 1, C~AWI). 
Consequently, d(M) = 1 -dim (Fix(r, I’,(M))) 2 2r + 2 [by (3.7)] 
=>dim (F x V(2)) L 2r + 2 
*dimF>2r=n. 
Case 2. For n odd, the result follows immediately from Theorem 4.2(ii) and (3.7). n 
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>%. AN UXORIESTED VERSION OF THEOREM 1.4 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let (T, M*“- ‘) be an incolution on a closed manifold. If 
it’lWtn- ,[&I ‘“+I]= 1, then dim F2n. 
Remark. This result coincides with Theorem 1.4 for oriented (4r+ 1)-manifolds but does 
not apply to oriented (4r+ 3)-manifolds. [Recall that for any orientable (4r+3)-manifold, 
W2W4,+ r[‘v4’+3] =O.] 
The proof is due to R. E. Stong. 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. By [15, 933, if dim F In- 1, then [A4]~91, LJInodd %,,dd. Say 
[M]=[P”.Q-R]._Then, 
bb’2~v2n _ I [iM] = wZ~vzn _ I [Pm . Q . R] 
=~~~~~,-~[P]X(QR)+~~~~,_~[P]~~~~,_~[QR]+W~[P]~V~W~~_~_~[QR]. 
But since P is odd-dimensional, wlw,_ r[P] = w,[P] = 0. Since Q and R are odd-dimen- 
sional, x(QR)=O. Hence WOWED_ ,[!4] =O. n 
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